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Editorial Ramblings 
FOR THOSE WHO RECEIVE THIS 
NEWSLETTER VIA E-MAIL: EASTERN 
DAYLIGHT TIME ENDS AT 2:00AM 
ON SUNDAY, NOV. 4. DON’T FOR-
GET, THE CLOCKS ‘FALL BACK’ ONE 
HOUR AT THAT TIME! 

First of all, let me be the first to say 
“Happy Thanksgiving” to all of our club 
members!! I hope that you’ll be able to 
spend your time with family and friends on 
this special day. Hard to believe that 
Christmas is around the corner. It seems 
like just a few weeks has passed since I 
took the reigns of editor for the club, and 
here I am now writing newsletter #5!!  

Contest season is upon us. CQWW CW is 
this month, so take some time out from tur-
key and bang out a few CW QSOs. Did 
you work the PA QSO Party? If so, how 
did you do? Did you get a clean-sweep?  

Did you get a chance to work the CQWW 
SSB DX Contest? There was lots of activity 
on the bands the last weekend of October. 

How’s about the AMSAT Symposium? Did 
you go? A great way to learn about an in-
teresting and exciting facet of our hobby. 

As you can see there was (and still is) a lot 
going on locally in Amateur Radio. Now that 
the road is finished and oh-so-smooth, take 
some time out and stop at the club. Check 
out what is going on, on top of the hill. As a 
matter of fact, we’ve got a special event 
station this month, celebrating 50 years in 
the new clubhouse. Now with our new drive-
way in place, there is no excuse for not    
getting involved in club activities.  

Wanted: Pictures and articles for the news-
letter!! So, don’t forget about your Swap ‘n 
Shop items, and pictures of your shack for 
Shack-Of-The-Month! Send it to me; I need 
good stuff for the newsletter!  

As always, your thoughts/comments/
criticisms/articles/ideas/pictures are wel-
come at: KQ3DX@hotmail.com  

CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX et al. 

Our new driveway looks GREAT!!  
Lots of new roadway pictures in this issue!! 
Be sure and check them out. Better yet, 
check out the new driveway IN PERSON!!  

Many thanks to all of our members who 
took the time to research the different 
methods of construction, seek bids and see 
this project through to its completion. 

Special thanks goes to W3SVJ, KA3YNO 
and especially Chuck, N3UUZ. All these fine 
gents went way above and beyond the call 
of duty to see this project through to it’s com-
pletion!! (See W3SVJ’s goodies on page 19) 

Lots of pictures throughout this issue. 
Be sure and check ’em out!!  

Inside this issue: 
(Click on an article to 
read it.)                       
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  BACK TO OUR NORMAL MEETING SCHEDULE THIS 
MONTH: NOVEMBER 20, AT 8:00PM. COME ON   

AND ENJOY THE SMOOTH RIDE UP TO                   
THE CLUBHOUSE ON OUR NEW DRIVEWAY!! 

NOMINATIONS FOR 2008 CLUB OFFICERS APPEAR ON PAGE 34.  
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 Roadway Pics!! 
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After all the months of wondering whether or not our tenants were going to fix the road, 
the club decided to take matters into their own hands and take care of it ourselves! After 
a special meeting was held to discuss our options, it was decided to go for the best and 
get a concrete roadway. Check out the pictures that follow on the next few pages to see 

the progress of the new driveway.  

As you can see on this page, the holes were filled in, and the roadway was graded nice 
and smooth in order to provide a proper base for the concrete. Those are the forms for 

the sides of the drive you see in the picture immediately above and in the                     
pictures above and left. 
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 Roadway Pics!! 

Page 3 

The progress continues on the drive-
way. On this page, you see the wire 
mesh being laid down. This is neces-
sary to give the concrete strength. 
It’ll also help to keep it from cracking 
years down the road. Gives it some-
thing to “flex” against. 

The top picture was taken after they 
graded it to fill in all the holes. Looks 
better already.  

From what I was told the contractor 
is guaranteeing his work, so it ap-
pears that he is taking his time to do 
it right. 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 The Roadway Is Done!! 
Here it is!! In all it’s glory!! Our 
brand new, nice-and-smooth      

driveway!!  

Would you believe that it took 
87 yards of concrete to do this?? 
The club decided to go with the 
best and voted for a concrete 
roadway 8” thick with a catch 

basin at the bottom. 

It is now ready for service.  

Cars and light trucks are OK to 
use going up and down, but the 
club is requesting heavy trucks 
stay off until mid-November to 
give the concrete time to cure. 

I think that you will 
agree that it is a       

MAJOR improvement 
over what we had!! This 
baby will serve the club 
well for many years to 

come. 

I got pictures from so 
many sources, that I 

forgot who sent what! 
Thanks for the pics 

guys: W3SVJ, W3JQJ, 
WB3CRC, WA3FWA, 

and anybody else that 
I may have forgotten 
who took the time to 
record construction of 

our driveway for     
posterity! 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 FCC/Regulatory Stuff 
WORLD RADIOCOMMUNICATION CONFERENCE SET TO START OCTOBER 22 IN GENEVA 

The 2007 World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-07) of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is set to begin 
Monday, October 22, running through Friday, November 16 in Geneva, Switzerland. 

Among the more than 2700 attendees will be the IARU WRC-07 core team headed by IARU President Larry Price, W4RA and 
including IARU Vice President Tim Ellam, VE6SH; IARU Secretary David Sumner, K1ZZ; IARU Region 2 President Reinaldo Leandro, 
YV5AMH; Ken Pulfer, VE3PU; Paul Rinaldo, W4RI, and Hans Zimmermann, HB9AQS/F5VKP. 

While most of the 28 agenda items under consideration at WRC-07 do not directly affect Amateur Radio, several proposals of 
particular interest to radio amateurs will be considered during the four weeks of the conference. Heading the list is the possibility 
of a new, secondary allocation to the Amateur Service just above 5 MHz. 

The administration of Mexico has proposed modifying the Table of Frequency Allocations to provide for a worldwide, secondary 
allocation to the Amateur Service at 5.260-5.410 MHz, with the fixed and mobile (except aeronautical mobile) services remaining 
primary. This frequency range includes the five spot frequencies that amateurs in the US are allowed to use under restrictions de-
signed to protect federal government operations. Recognizing the need to improve the reliability of amateur communication in 
emergencies, several other administrations have made similar provisions for their amateurs on a domestic basis. 

"Recent natural disasters have again demonstrated the value of the Amateur Service in providing communications in the affected 
area when other communication infrastructures are unavailable," the proposal from Mexico states. "This highlights the need for 
reliable amateur communications round the clock, under changing propagation conditions during solar cycles." When the Maximum 
Useable Frequency (MUF) is below7 MHz and the Lowest Useable Frequency (LUF) is too far above 3.8 MHz, it is difficult for 
communication to be supported in the 3.8 MHz band using typical amateur power levels and antennas. The proposal cites experi-
ments demonstrating the value of the 5 MHz band and showing that amateurs can operate there without causing harmful interfer-
ence to the primary services. 

Some European administrations are taking a slightly different approach toward the same objective. A European Common Pro-
posal has been submitted to add a footnote reading, "Administrations may allow stations in the Amateur Service to operate in the 
band 5260-5410 kHz on a secondary basis. Stations shall not use a radiated power exceeding 24 dBW [250 W]." 

Cuba proposes addressing the need for an amateur allocation in the vicinity of 5 MHz by placing it on the agenda of the next 
WRC, now scheduled for 2011. 

According to IARU Secretary Sumner, "The IARU is grateful to these administrations for putting forward their proposals, as well as 
to other administrations that already have expressed their support. Because of renewed interest in HF communication among gov-
ernment agencies and the military and pressure from HF broadcasters for more spectrum, we know it will not be easy to achieve 
this allocation." 

The conference will also consider a secondary allocation to the Amateur Service of 135.7-137.8 kHz. The Amateur Service cur-
rently has no frequency allocations lower than 1.8 MHz. With today's widespread use of digital technology, Sumner said, ama-
teurs can now make use of weaker signals than ever before. "This opens a window of opportunity for amateurs to conduct techni-
cal investigations in the low-frequency range." More than 20 governments have already allowed individuals, most of them Ama-
teur Radio operators, to experiment on frequencies between 73 and 200 kHz; 15 European governments allow amateur opera-
tions on135.7-137.8 kHz. There is considerable support for this allocation in proposals from a large number of administrations. 

(More FCC news continued on page 8) 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 DX News & Views 
♦ In March of this year Iraq suspended all Amateur Radio 

operations. All licenses expired in August. New licenses are 
coming out, and will be available not only to Iraqi nation-
als, but also to visitors. 

♦ 301GAME is a pirate, according to the Chinese Radio 
Regulatory Committee. Don’t waste your time working this 
one and then sending your QSL to the BY1 listed as man-
ager. 

♦ The recent 3C7Y operation to Equatorial Guinea has 
ended. No word on the on-line logs, but keep checking 
their website for details: 

      http://personal.telefonica.terra.es/web/ea5yn/3c7y.htm 

♦ As reported elsewhere in this issue, (page 5), the World 
Radiocommunication Conference 2007 (WRC-07) will be 
running from Oct. 22 to Nov.16. During that time, be on the 
lookout for 4U1WRC from the International Amateur Radio 
Club at ITU Geneva.  

♦ Thai amateurs have now been granted access on the 12, 
17, 30, 80 and 160M bands with no time restraints. See 
page 8 for more details. 

♦ The 2007 3V8SS operation was just recently approved for 
DXCC. If you sent it in earlier and it was rejected, simply 
notify the DXCC Desk at: DXCC@arrl.org. 

♦ Susan, W7KFI says that she will make another attempt to 
go to Johnson Island (KH3). She said that the strength of 
the hurricane (actually called typhoons, in the Pacific) that 
caused her early return to Hawaii were overestimated. She 
hopes to try again as early as the first week of November. 
BTW: Susan is a 73 year old grandmother, and usually 
sails SOLO! For more details type in her callsign on the 
QRZ! website. http://www.qrz.com/callsign/W7KFI. 

♦ MM0WDV, Lars will be on South Georgia from January 
27 to February 28 as VP8DIF. Look for him on all bands. 
His QSL goes via DJ9ZB. For more info check out his web-
site::  

      http://www.lars-boehme.de/vp8dif/index.html  

      (More DX News & Views continued on page 14) 

(Editor’s note: Many thanks to Bill, K3RYA for sharing this 
story of when he was a youth.) 

When I was a kid about 12 years old, I became interested in 
Ham Radio. That was about 50 years ago. My Uncle was a 
Ham, K2ELZ at the time. His Mother, my Grandmother lived in 
Washington, PA. and had a 1935 era Philco radio. Besides the 
AM band, which she usually had parked on 1020KC KDKA 
which was her favorite station, it also covered short wave 
bands which included 40 & 75M.  

So when I visited her, I always took my SWL logbook with me, 
and would tune the radio for hours. I would be logging both 
Hams and shortwave stations like the Voice Of America, Radio 
Moscow and the BBC. These were among the magical signals I 
would bring in. The antenna was a short wire, which amazed 
me how well it worked. 

In 1980, she moved to a smaller apartment, and asked if I 
wanted the old Philco. Of course, I said ‘yes’, and I still have it. 
It doesn’t work anymore, but it still reminds me of the ‘good old 
days’. I still have the SWL logs, too. I was looking through them 
lately, and I found our fellow SCARC member Jack Engel, 
W3UUH. 

73, Bill, K3RYA 

My Grandmother’s Radio 

The Steel City Swap ‘n Shop 
(EDITOR’S NOTE: If you’ve got anything you wanna sell or 
are looking for that special something, send it to me and I’ll 

stick it in here. Send it to: KQ3DX@hotmail.com.              
CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX)  

FOR SALE: Radio Shack HTX-10, 10 meter transceiver. 25 watts, 
USB & LSB with Astron Switching Power Supply. Call Bill, K3RYA 

@ 412-563-7403                                       
(more Swap ‘n Shop Stuff on page 11) 

                                                                                               

        

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 The E-Bay Report 
(A monthly feature where I highlight some of the more inter-
esting auctions on E-Bay. YE OLDE EDITOR’S DISCLAIMER: I 
have no interest, either pecuniary or monetary, in the auc-

tions listed here. All I’m trying to do is pep up the newsletter 
a bit and make for interesting reading.                                 

CUL, Thanks/73 de KQ3DX.) 

Sorry for not having the E-Bay Report last month. I just ran 
out of time. I’ll make up for it this month.  

This month’s topic: A various hodge-podge of stuff/junk/
minutiae found on E-Bay this month and last. 

Doing the article “Blast From The Past” a few issues back got 
me to thinking about those old boat anchor computers. So, just 
for the fun of it, I pulled up a few auctions for those old Radio 
Shack machines. Take a look: 

I came across this one while doing a search for ”TRS-80”. This is 
the TRS-80 Model I with 16K of RAM. Being auctioned by the 
original owner, he listed it in excellent condition, with just some 
minor wear on the case. This one seems to be in pretty good 
shape, at least from what I saw.  

Are you ready for the final price?? $306.99!! I guess there 
really is a market for this old computer stuff, especially if 
you’re a collector.  

The TRS-80 Model I with 16K RAM listed on E-Bay,                   
described above. This one came with the original                                  

boxes and all of the original manuals.  

Here’s another interesting listing I found. This one is an old TRS-
80 Model 4 listed in “perfect working condition”. This one had a 
4MHz Z-80A processor, with 64K RAM. I kinda wonder if this 
person liked to indulge in narcotics in the late 70’s and early 
80’s. Why?? Because they put a $250.00 reserve on it. Not sur-
prisingly, it had no bids received, so it went unsold.  

The TRS-80 Model 4 on E-Bay described above. 

And now, onto some radio stuff.  

How would you boat anchor collectors like to come across an UN-
BUILT Heathkit Marauder for your collection? I know I would! 
Found this one on E-Bay last month. Looks to be complete, but it is 
hard to tell. Everything is in its original boxes. Final bid: $520.00. 
Not many bids, but I’m sure the lucky winner has no complaints 
about the lack of bidding for this rarity.  

Pictures from the 
Heath Marauder 

auction. 

More E-Bay 
goodies contin-

ued on page 
10. 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 FCC/Regulatory Stuff (con’t) 
Four items are on the IARU "wish list" of agenda items for con-
sideration at the next WRC, possibly in 2011: 

* In IARU Region 1 (Europe, Russia, the Middle East and Africa), 
allocate 50-54 MHz (6 meters), as is already done in Regions 
2 and 3. 

The United States is a part of Region 2. 

* Allocate 495-510 kHz to the Amateur Service on either a 
primary or secondary basis. This will permit the development of 
reliable groundwave systems for disaster relief and provide a 
spectrum for experimentation with digital signal processing. 

* Continue to allow amateurs access to frequencies at regular 
intervals above 275 GHz, keeping in mind allocations and pro-
tections to other services. The IARU suggests providing specific 
allocations to the Amateur Service, as established at WARC-
79, of "relatively narrow, primary bands adjacent to wider, 
secondary bands." 

* If the ITU Member States decide to review HF allocations at 
WRC-11, the IARU asks for consideration of expansion of the 
amateur bands near 10, 14 and 18 MHz in order to better 
accommodate increased activity. 

Sumner notes that consideration of HF issues at WRC-11 is by 
no means certain. 

More information about WRC-07 Can be found on the ITU 
Web site <http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/go/wrc-07> 

THAI AMATEURS NOW AUTHORIZED                                     
TO OPERATE ON MORE BANDS 

On October 12, radio amateurs in Thailand were granted per-
mission to operate on 12, 17 and 30 meters and in the CW 
portion of the 80 and 160 meters on a permanent basis. Be-
fore this time, Thai hams had only been able to operate on 80 
and 160 meters on weekends during international contests; 
authorization to operate on 12, 17 and 30 meters was only 
granted on a few occasions for certain special event stations. 
These new privileges are part of a complete revision and con-
solidation of Amateur Radio regulations by Thailand's National 
Telecommunications Commission (NTC), and follows more than 
five years of lobbying by the Radio Amateur Society of Thai-
land (RAST), Thailand's IARU Member-Society. 

Specifically, the Amateur Radio HF spectrum in Thailand in-
creased to the following: 1.800 to 1.825 MHz, 3.500 to 3.540 
MHz, 10.100 to 10.150 MHz, 18.068 to 18.168 and 24.890 
to 24.990 MHz. RAST advises Thai amateurs to respect the 
IARU Region 3 band plan <http://www.jarl.or.jp/iaru-r3/
r3bandplan.doc>. No changes were made to the VHF/UHF 
bands -- 6 meters (50-54 MHz) and 1240 MHz are still off 
limits. No transmissions are allowed on the 70 cm band (430 
MHz), but it can be monitored or used to listen to satellite 
downlinks; 2 meters (144MHz) is channelized and minor 
amendments were made to repeater allocations. The full 37 
page announcement of the NTC's "Amateur Radio Act of 2007" 
is published at RAST's Thai language Web site <http://
www.rast.or.th/>. According to RAST's English language Web 
site <http://www.qsl.net/rast/>, an unofficial translation will 
soon be made available. Under the new regulations of the new 
Act, all club stations in Thai provinces were given 180 days to 
register as a society. Each society must have a minimum of 20 
members. Club stations must operate for at least three hours a 
day, a reduction from eight hours under the previous regula-
tions. The syllabus for the Amateur Radio examination has also 
been revised. Intermediate class operators must now be at 
least 15 years old to operate on the HF bands. Intermediate 
class operators must also continue to demonstrate sending and 
receiving Morse code at 8 words per minute. 

(From the ARRL Bulletin, various issues) 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 Website Of The Month      Local News/Stuff 
Another monthly feature I dreamt up to try and highlight 
websites I hope you, our members will find of interest.       

YE OLDE EDITOR’S DISCLAIMER: I have no interest in the 
websites listed herein, either pecuniary or monetary. My in-
tent here is simply to add some ‘zip ‘n pip’ to the newsletter.    

CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX.  

This month, we do 2 websites. Now for this first one, al-
though it is not my intent to sell stuff here, I thought you 

might be interested in this one. WHY?? Due to the new law 
set to take effect in Pennsylvania concerning the use of hand-
held cell-phones while driving (it’ll be illegal before the end 
of the year), I thought our members would be interested in        

learning about this one. 

Our first website for this month’s discussion is:                       
http://www.rpf-comms.com 

I’m bringing this one to your attention because they have inte-
grated wireless technology with Amateur Radio, allowing you to 
use your radios in a mobile application HANDS-FREE. It says 
their technology is compatible with any Bluetooth headset. Al-
though this is a company out of the UK, you might want to check 
it out, especially if you plan to operate mobile in PA.  

Now I don’t know if the new law will exempt Amateur Radio 
operators, but this might be a good idea regardless as it makes 
driving and operating mobile radio safer. It’s well worth a look 
especially for you mobile/portable ops.  

Remember, don’t yell at me or accuse me of selling or plugging 
merchandise here for free. I’m just trying to bring to members’ 
attention safer alternatives for mobile operating in this particu-
lar instance.   

Our second site this month has more of a local flavor to it. 

http://hampgh.com/default.aspx 

I was getting kinda thin for local news this month, so I did a 
search for ‘Pittsburgh Amateur Radio’, and came up with this 
one. It is a great site for finding out about local clubs and events 
within a 100 mile radius of Pittsburgh. It has links for all of the 
local clubs, and links to the different emergency services sites 
such as SKYWARN, RACES, MARS, etc. Also available is a place 
for buying/selling stuff, a listing of all the local nets, and train-
ing classes for upgrading and such. Be sure to check it out and 
bookmark it. 

To celebrate the clubhouse’s 50th anniversary, a special-event 
station will be operative November 24-25. Look for and work 
W3KWH on the following frequencies: 21350KHz, 14250KHz, 
7250KHz, and 3850KHz. Send your QSL to: SCARC, P.O. Box 
281, Carnegie PA. 15106. NO SASE REQUIRED. Look for the 
announcements in CQ, QST and WorldRadio. We plan to be in 
operation from 9:30AM-5:00PM each day. All ops welcome!  

♦ I was thumbing through November's QST and came 
across an article in the "ECLECTIC TECHNOLOGY" section 
on page 94. The article "Digital Explorations" was written 
by Ed Sack, W3NRG. The call given in the article is wrong! 
Ed was an active member of SCARC when I first joined in 
1951. He was attending the then Carnegie Tech electrical 
engineering school. He, along with his wife, spent a lot of 
time in the old clubhouse working on the primitive radios 
of that era. As a "newbie" it was really great to be able to 
pal around with guys like that. Imagine, a double E that 
actually spoke English, loved ham radio and was willing 
to explain some of the finer points to the new kids! After 
all, he was four years older than me and almost a double 
E! Ed left the area before 1957, the birth of our "New Club-
house". This is the first I've heard of him in all of these 
years. Talk about "a blast from the past!" (Tnx, de W3SVJ) 

♦ According to Tim, W3WTW, our Echolink node number has 
changed. The old number was 288566. Our new number 
for accessing the repeater is now 147030. Now where do I 
know that new number from??  

♦ Keep a good thought and a prayer in your mind for Dave 
Kosh, W3ZR. Dave is a long time member of SCARC and 
has been working and living in Florida for the last twenty 
years or so. He is encountering a VERY difficult medical 
situation at this time. Think positive! (Tnx, de W3SVJ) 

♦ From Mike, WA3TTS comes another video available on the 
YouTube website. Be sure and check this one out:          
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTUnYHwU_S8&NR 

♦ From Tim, W3WTW comes the following about the PA QSO 
Party: “W3KWH managed a measly 71 contacts, 35 coun-
ties, & 2 Special Event stations totaling 3879 points. What 
can I say, I was a one man show.” Look at the bright side 
Tim; you beat ye olde editor’s score of 0 Q’s, 0 counties, 
and 0 points!! 

♦ Continuing on their successful recoveries are Mac, W3MAC 
and Jason, KA3JM (ex KA3OYI). Good news guys. 

SCARC Special Event Station Info 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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The E-Bay Report (con’t) 
I wanted to bring this next one to your attention to show you 

that, “Yes, you can get on HF without taking out a second                 
mortgage on your house”. 

This one is for a Kenwood TS-440S. These radios were VERY 
popular in the late 80’s and early 90’s. Kenwood must have 
sold a zillion of these. As a matter of fact, this was ye olde 
editor’s very first radio when he moved back here in 1988. I 
can speak of first-hand experiences with this one. I had a blast 
with this little rig, and worked a ton of DX back when Cycle 22 
was still cookin’. I’d be up until 4AM or 5AM, working guys all 
over Europe, the Pacific and Asia on 20M, with nothing more 
than a Butternut vertical (which I still use and swear by). 

This particular rig comes with a microphone, but I don’t know if 
it has the built in antenna tuner. Mine did and it worked great. 
The seller also says he has a matching power supply that he is 
willing to sell alongside of the rig, for extra of course. Looks 
pretty good from the pictures I saw. A few scratches but noth-
ing major. Final price: $464.99 

to find in a time capsule that was vacuum sealed from mother 
nature and her natural aging effects. Not a mark on this 
specimen. Absolutely clean & pristine. This one even comes 
with the original power cable. Final price: $2082.00.              
The extra $83.00 to ship it is well worth it for this pristine 
beauty. 

The Kenwood TS-440 from the E-Bay                                 
auction described above. 

If you’ve read my E-Bay reports in the past, (and I hope you 
have), you’ve probably noticed that I LOVE those old boat 
anchor radios. I just can’t keep my greedy little hands off ‘em. 
Someday, maybe I’ll have the money and the space to start 
adding Collins gear to my collection. In the meantime, I’ll just 
have to drool over goodies like in this listing.  

This one is for a Collins 51S-1 Receiver. This one is in abso-
lutely marvelous condition. This is one that you would expect 

The Collins 51S-1Receiver listing on E-Bay as described 
above. This particular rig is very late model production, as 
denoted by the round Collins emblem located between the 

meter and dial bezel. 

Up last for this month’s report is a Yaesu FT-920 transceiver. 
This was a popular Yaesu model from the mid-late 90’s. 
Loaded with features, it was one step below their top of the 
line (at the time) FT-1000D. This one is a little more feature-
conscious than the TS-440, and it had features (continued on 
page 12) 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 October 2007 Business Meeting Minutes 

Click on me to return to page 1 

 Minutes of the Steel City ARC Meeting Tues. Oct.23, 2007 

The meeting was held one week later than usual due to the 
club road being paved and was conducted by the President 
WA3TTS, Mike at 8 PM.  The Pledge of Allegiance was fol-
lowed by a Moment of Silence for our Silent Keys and the Roll 
Call was answered by 37 members and 4 guests.  Minutes of 
the Sept. meeting were accepted as published in the Oct. 
newsletter.  The Treasurer’s report was given by KA3YNO, 
Walt and accepted by the membership.  Most notable was 
payment for the road paving work. 

Committee Reports 
♦ Clubhouse:  WA3VXJ, Karl said that W3WTW, Tim 

cleaned the clubhouse for tonight’s meeting and N3SBF, 
Ritchie prepared the food. W3SVJ, Nate noted that the 
sides of the newly paved road will need ballast to fill in 
the ditch on the sides for drainage and so that vehicles 
won’t get hung up with their wheels in the ditch.  We will 
probably need some security measures for the property 
now that the newly paved road provides too easy access 
to the clubhouse grounds.  Mike pointed out that the road 
is necessary for access to the clubhouse in the event emer-
gency communications become a necessity. 

♦ Technical:  Mike displayed newly purchased safety 
climbing equipment and described some reports received 
for signals from the 1296 and 2 meter beacons which he 
has been working on. Echolink is now working OK even 
though Tim has not been able to find any problems in the 
system. 

♦ Membership:  WA3BKD, Art had the second reading for 
prospective member Ron. 

♦ Newsletter:  KQ3DX. Greg wants some local news for the 
newsletter and will do an article on the road paving job.  
There will be an AMSAT meeting locally this weekend and 
several members planned to attend.  W3RJM, Bob sug-
gested that we offer our 63/03 repeater available to 
provide directions to the AMSAT meeting site. 

♦ Ways and Means:  WA3FWA, Joe will have the 50/50 
raffle after the meeting.  Joe and Mike reminded all PA 
QSO Party contestants to send in their logs showing their 
SCARC club affiliation and also to prove that other con-
testants have worked you via check logs. 

♦ Contest:  The PA QSO Party contest was operated from 
the clubhouse by Tim.  This weekend will be the CQ WW 
DX Contest. 

♦ Public Service:  KA3MSE, Lloyd operated the Oct. 10 net. 

♦ Volunteer Exams:  AI3J, Mark said that the next session 
will be held in June of 2008. 

♦ Old Business:  KA3LNG, Kurt has some extra printed cop-
ies of the Oct. newsletter for anyone who wants one.  
N3VEF, Billy will be back in town by tomorrow. N3EQP, 
John has the list of library books selected by his committee.  
He requests funds to buy the books and a cabinet to store 
them in.  Nate recommends an initial sum of money followed 
by an annual budget to keep the library up to date.  
WA3RVD, Mel requested an “Elmer” committee to be 
formed to help the less knowledgeable among us to prop-
erly operate the club’s equipment. 

♦ Good of the Order:  Art will head a nominating committee 
to select candidates for the 2008 officers. K3RYA, Bill has a 
10 M transceiver and power supply for sale (412-563-
7403).  Nate reports that W3ZR, Dave has cancer and is 
now on disability in Florida.  AA3EE, Dave is working in 
NYC.  AE3JM, Jason has a foot fracture.  The SCARC 50 
year clubhouse anniversary special event will be held on 
Thanksgiving weekend (that’s the day after Black Friday!).  
Art and WB3AGB, Joe worked the sub Requin’s radio sta-
tion during that ship’s reunion. 

♦ Motion to Adjourn:  by KB3NUQ, Bob. 

♦ 50/50 raffle:  won by KQ3DX, Greg and the portable 
phone won by K3LAB, Doug. 

Minutes submitted by the Recording Secretary                    
WA3FWA,  Joe. 

More Swap ‘n Shop Stuff 
Hello, 

I just looked up a Club that is in the Pittsburgh area because 
that is where I am from. 

What I wanted to inquire about is if there might be anyone in 
the club who may be interested in buying some older Ham 
Radios and supplies. I bought an estate from someone to try 
to get started into Ham Radios but I just don't have the time. 
What I have is 2 Radios and boxes of different parts, tubes, 
books and more. I am not sure if the radios are complete or 
not. One is a SWAN 700Cx and the other is a NC300. I 
wanted to sell everything as 1 lot. If you may know of some-
one who may be interested or any advice on how to get rid 
of this I would appreciate it. I live in the south hills in Brent-
wood. 

You could either email me or call me at 412-882-2235.  

Thanks a lot; 

/s/, Tom  (thanks to W3WTW for the info) (con’t on pg 18) 
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 The E-Bay Report (con’t)          
such as DSP, dual VFO knobs/display, 160-6M coverage, and 
a digital voice recorder. This rig seemed to be very clean. It 
was reported to have had just a few scratches, and was com-
pletely serviced by Yaesu recently. It even comes with the 
original box and manual. Final selling price: $798.08. These 
rigs seem to be holding their value. But, as you can see once 
again, you can get a very nice HF rig without selling off the 
wife and kids. (Although, come to think of it, that’s not so bad!) 

The Yaesu FT-920 as seen in the E-Bay auction listed above. 
A nice, clean solid-performing rig.  

That’s it for this month’s report. CU next month with more 
goodies from E-Bay. Thanks for reading! 

CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX 

While this may not be a monthly feature, I’ll try to run it as 
often as I can, provided I have something to write about. 

(Hint hint.) Send me your articles, whether technically or op-
erationally oriented. All I ask is that it is easy to read and 
understand for the benefit of the beginner/newly licensed 

ops. CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX 

Our topic this time around: Go Digital!!                          
Or, there’s more to life than just SSB.  

When I first started in radio, I limited myself to SSB-only. I was 
missing out on some of the most interesting, not to mention, fun 
modes of operating. Now, with the advent of computers and 
sound card interfaces, not to mention some great software for 
decoding and encoding data, it is easier than ever to go digital. 
If you’ve got a computer in the vicinity of your rig (all you really 
need is a receiver, unless you want to transmit), you’re just about 
ready to go.  

Our intent in this installment is not to transmit just yet, but rather 
focus on simply connecting audio from your rig into your sound-
card. We will also discuss some of the better data software that 
is currently out there and available for download (in most cases, 
a FREE download). 

OK, so now you’ve got the computer sitting next to the rig (or 
vice versa). Look on the back of your radio; on most newer rigs, 
there is a ‘AUDIO OUT’ or ‘EXT SPEAKER’ jack on it. It’ll proba-
bly either be a 1/4” or 1/8” phone jack, probably stereo. 
You’ll have to check your owner’s manual for information spe-
cific to your make and model. Once you locate the jack, plug a 
cable with the proper ends into it. Which one should you use if 
you have both ’AUDIO OUT’ and ’EXT SPEAKER’? I’d go with the 
‘AUDIO OUT’ jack. It is a line level jack, and you’ll probably 
have better luck with it. The external speaker jack is dependent 
on the volume control on the front of your rig, so you could run 
the risk of distorting audio into your computer if it is turned up 
too high. No sweat though if you only have a ’EXT SPEAKER’ 
jack; that’ll work just fine. Just keep the audio set as low as pos-
sible.  

Now, look at the jacks on your computer’s soundcard. Some 
older machines have a ’LINE IN’ jack. If so that will work out just 
fine. Some newer machines have only a ’MIC’ jack. This will work 
fine also, just be careful with the audio input level; don’t over-
drive it. You won’t damage anything, but you will distort the 
audio.  (continued on page 15)  

The Beginner’s Help Desk 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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“Oops!!” 
While this one has nothing to do with Amateur Radio, I’m running it to illustrate the need for safety. Tower climbers: Take 

note!! Don’t assume that your climbing harness that has faithfully served you well for so many years will continue to do so 
in the future. Take the time to thoroughly inspect it for wear. It simply isn’t that important to rush a tower-climbing job just 

to get it done before winter comes along. Please, take the time to do it right AND SAFELY, and you’ll be around to enjoy the 
fruits of your labor for many years to come!  CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX et al                     

                                                                The Yacht 

  65' custom-built motor yacht complete with staterooms, a state-of-the-art galley, G.P.S. system and radar for        
navigation, twin supercharged diesel engines, etc: $2.5 million 

Champagne, chocolate covered strawberries with cream, and music dockside  
for the excited "soon to be owners" and a small group of friends: $500.00 

Two corporate representatives, crane, and rigging 
complete with faulty turnbuckle: $2,500/hour 

Watching your dreamboat nose dive into the harbor,     
accompanied by two corporate  

representatives just prior to "inking" the final               
paperwork...PRICELESS!                                     

Sometimes you are not as safe and secure as you 
think. I'm sure this faulty turnbuckle worked well for 

a long time before this incident. Just because it 
worked last year, last month or even last week, does-
n't mean we should not be diligent to monitor the 
safety and security of our operations all the time! 

Note the man on the stern, upper 
right, hanging on for dear life. 

Looks like he made it OK. Don’t let this     
happen to you on your tower. Water is     

softer than the ground! 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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DX News & Views (con’t) 
♦ Look for JI5USJ and JI5RPT to be active from the Mariana 

Islands Jan 10-14, 2008. They’ll be signing KH0/JI5USJ, 
and AH0V respectively. They will be active form 6-80 Me-
ters, including the 60M band. QSLs go to the home call. 

♦ Also, JI5RPT will be active from Ogasawara, from Febru-
ary 13-28, and will be signing JD1BLY. Look for activity on 
6-160 Meters, CW, SSB, PSK31 and Satellite. QSL goes to 
the home call. 

♦ ON5AX, Willy and his XYL ON3AX, Magda, will be head-
ing to Lord Howe Island, and will be signing VK9ALH from 
March 23-30, 2008 

♦ Looking for the South Cook Islands? Bill E51NOU likes to 
play on 17 Meters CW around 1700Z. QSL goes to N7OU 

♦ XF4YK, XF4YW and 6E4LM will be active from Socorro 
Island, part of Rivellagigedo (XF4) from November 15-
December 15. For more info, check out their website: 
www.6e4lm.xedx.org. 

♦ Did you work E4BDC recently? Bad news: It’s a pirate. 
Don’t waste your time or money QSL’ing. He gave his   
name as ‘Sleem’. The English translation? SLIM!! 

♦ If you like IOTA-hunting, look for Paul, A35RK from Vava’u 
sometime next month. The IOTA number is OC-064. He 
hopes to be able to operate from there at least part-time. 

♦ Tom, ZD7X has reported that he has laid down 1000 feet 
of radials for his 160M antenna. He hopes to be active on 
that band within 2 weeks. So you 160M top-banders, look 
for a whopping signal from ZD7-land this winter.  

♦ VQ9LA, Larry is working on getting a 60M antenna going. 
He hopes to be active on that band soon. 

♦ A 3 man team will activate V8, Brunei next month. V8FWU 
is the call you’ll hear on 80M, and V8FDM will be used for 
all digital QSOs. Otherwise they’ll be signing V8/home 
calls. QSL for V8FWU goes to F5CWU, and V8FDM goes 
to GM4FDM. 

(Information gleaned from various issues of the ARRL DX Bulle-
tin) 

Click on me to return to page 1 

Propagation Report 
Zero, zero, zero sunspots for 18 straight days now.  A single 
sunspot appeared briefly October 6-7, no sunspots for four 
days prior, one sunspot for the final few days of September, 
and none for the three whole weeks prior to that. 

Until recently, many of us thought the solar cycle minimum oc-
curred in March of this year.  You can see a table of projected 
smoothed numbers with a minimum in March 2007 at,                
http://tinyurl.com/27j2fs. 

This year we began looking at a table of 3-month sunspot num-
ber averages, and for a while the data seemed to support a 
March minimum.  But then we hit this longer period of no sun-
spots, and the 3-month average dropped again.  You can see 
the most recent table in Propagation Forecast Bulletin ARLP041 
at, http://www.arrl.org/w1aw/prop/2007-arlp041.html.  Note 
the 10.2 average assigned to August (which is the middle of the 
July through September period the 3-month average is based 
on) is lower than March, which was 11.2. 

With such a long period of so few sunspots, at the beginning of 
November we might see a much lower 3-month average.  This is 
because the sum of all the daily sunspot numbers from August 1 
until now is only 492, and if we still see no sunspots through next 
Wednesday, that total divided by the number of days for Au-
gust-September-October (92) is only 5.4. 

With no sunspots, it is sometimes amazing what hams can work 
on the air.  Geomagnetic activity increased on October 25 due 
to solar wind, and just ahead of that Dick Hanna, K3VYY of 
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania worked two Florida stations on 
28.37 MHz at 0100z, which was two and a half hours after his 
local sunset.  This is an unusual time for propagation over this 
path, which would normally occur during the middle of the day 
with the sunspot number over 100. 

Sunspot numbers for October 18 through 24 were 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0 and 0 with a mean of 0.  10.7 cm flux was 68.2, 67.3, 66.9, 
67.2, 66.7, 67.1, and 67.5 with a mean of 67.3. Estimated 
planetary A indices were 10, 15, 12, 4, 5, 7 and 3 with a mean 
of 8. Estimated mid-latitude A indices were 11, 11, 8, 5, 3, 6 
and 2, with a mean of 6.6. 

For more information concerning radio propagation, see the ARRL 
Technical Information Service at, http://www.arrl.org/tis/info/
propagation.html. For a detailed explanation of the numbers used 
in this bulletin see, http://www.arrl.org/tis/info/k9la-prop.html  

(Courtesy of the ARRL 
Bulletin.) 

http://www.arrl.org/tis/info/propagation.html
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 The Beginner’s Help Desk (con’t) 
In either case, chances are that the jack will be a 1/8” stereo plug. Radio Shack sells cables with whatever ends you will need. 

OK, if you have everything hooked up, go ahead and bring up your volume control. To do this in Windows XP, click ‘START’, then  
‘ALL PROGRAMS’, then click ‘ACCESSORIES, ENTERTAINMENT, then ‘VOLUME CONTROL’. This will bring up a detailed listing of all 
the controllable volume settings on your sound card, such as, ‘WAVE’, ‘LINE IN’, ‘CD AUDIO’, and a host of many others. Set them 
all to the lowest level. Now, turn on the rig, and start adjusting the ‘LINE IN’ or the ‘MICROPHONE’ sliders, depending on where 
you are feeding audio into your computer. Nothing yet? Now start adjusting the ‘MASTER VOLUME’. If you have everything 
hooked up AOK, you should now start to hear rig audio from your computer speakers. Got it?? Good! If not, try adjusting the 
other sliders until you hear rig audio from your computer speakers. If necessary, adjust the volume control on the front of your rig. 
Not too much though; we don’t want to overdrive your soundcard. Bring it up SLOWLY. Now for the fun part. 

I’ve played around with some of the free, downloadable software available on the Internet. I can highly recommend 4 of them: 
MixW, MultiPSK, CWGet and CWType.   

For the free MixW download go to: http://mixw.net/index.php?j=downloads 

For the free MultiPSK download go to: http://f6cte.free.fr/index_anglais.htm 

For the free CWGet/CW Type programs go to:                                                                                                                         
http://www.dxsoft.com/en/products/cwget/ and http://www.dxsoft.com/en/products/cwtype/#bottom 

I simply don’t have the space available this month to go into the details of all these fine programs at once, so I will do them one-at
-a-time. That’s good because now I have something to write about in future issues!! For this month, we will describe ‘MultiPSK’. 
(Also, in future issues, we will talk about interfacing a sound card interface, such as ‘Rig Blaster’, ‘Tigertronics USB Interfaces’ and 
some of the higher-end data controllers such as the Timewave units.) 

So, now that you are (I assume) at the MultiPSK website, go ahead and click on the big blue ‘MultiPSK.ZIP link. When you are 
done, simply expand the file into a suitable folder of your choice. Open up the folder you downloaded into and click the icon ti-
tled ‘MultiPSK’. You should get a screen like this: 

Kind of a ‘busy’ screen isn’t it? Don’t 
worry; its not as bad as it looks. The 
first thing to do is to set up your sound 
card by clicking on the menu bar at 
top: ‘Sound Card (Input)’. Make sure it 
is the same as your card. Next click on 
‘Sound Card (Output)’, and make sure 
that it is also the same as your sound 
card. It’ll all become clear when you 
do it.  See where it says ‘RX Fr: 1000’, 
and ‘TX Fr: 1000’? Leave that alone. 
You can adjust that in the main win-
dow, which you’ll see on the next 
page. Now that the sound is all set up, 
click that big gray button labeled ‘RX/
TX screen’. This will take you to the 
main operating screen. Don’t let the 
main screen scare you with all the but-
tons and animation; it is not bad at all 
to navigate through. 

(continued on next page)  

Click on me to return to page 1 
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The Beginner’s Help Desk (con’t) 
                OK, so if you’ve clicked on the ‘RX/TX screen’ button, you should now be at a screen that looks like this one: 

If you are properly set up with the audio, you will see blue and yellow ‘snow’ in the black bar, as seen above. This is called the 
‘waterfall’ display, because the snow will scroll down like a waterfall. See that red stripe at the ‘500’ mark? This is a CW signal 
with a tone of 500Hz. If you were to click your mouse on the red stripe, that purple line you see at the 1000Hz mark would move 
over to the 500Hz line and start decoding. See that gibberish text in the white box? That is where you read incoming signals. 
Those two boxes above it is where transmitted text is typed. You’ll have to click your mouse in one of these boxes to send text. 

Over on the top right of the screen you will see buttons labeled ‘CW’, RTTY 45’, ‘THROB’ etc. These are your mode buttons; simply 
click on the desired one to decode. ‘But how do I know what I’m listening to?’, you ask? Try this: Click on the ‘CONTESTIA’ button. 
Now, go down to the red ‘TX’ button at the bottom center of the screen. Don’t worry; due to the way we are set up right now, you 
are NOT transmitting at this time; there is no way you could be because there is no audio being fed to your rig. However the pro-
gram WILL send audio to your soundcard. Now, go ahead and type some characters. You’ll hear the audio tones vary as the dif-
ferent characters are sent. Go ahead and experiment with the other modes. This way, it’ll help you to identify the different modes 
used on the digital sub-bands. Don’t forget to click on the ‘RX’ button when done; otherwise you won’t hear received audio.  

See that double yellow line around 2100Hz and 2300Hz? This is a RTTY 45 Baud signal being decoded. Simply click your mouse on 
the higher freq. yellow line, and RTTY signals will be decoded. Sometimes, you may see gibberish text in this mode; if that is the 
case, simply click on the ‘NORMAL’ or ‘REVERSE’ selection located in the green box to the left of the (continued on next page) 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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The Beginner’s Help Desk (con’t) 
‘THROB’ and the ‘MFSK16’ buttons when you are in the ‘RTTY’ 
mode.  

If your rig has a ‘RTTY’ or ‘FSK’ mode button, go ahead and 
use that for receiving ‘RTTY’ signals; otherwise use the ‘LSB’ 
button. This is the standard to use on all digital sub-bands. Usu-
ally RTTY is sent with a upper frequency of 2295Hz and the 
lower is always 170Hz lower. This is the standard for 45 Baud 

RTTY, which is the most common speed you’ll find on the bands.  

For PSK31, I personally like to have the received frequency 
centered around 1000Hz on the waterfall; for CW, I like it 
around 700Hz. For RTTY I like the higher frequency around 
2295Hz. The lower frequency you see in this mode is known as 
the ’mark’ and the higher frequency is known as the ’space’. 
Once you figure what works best for you in terms for receiving, 
that’s fine. Your rig probably has preset filters, accessed by 
pressing the appropriate buttons. You’ll probably see 250 and 
500Hz buttons for CW. Experiment with the filter settings and 
see how it affects the waterfall display, and the received au-
dio you hear. So, you’ll have to get the hang of tuning in sig-
nals with your filters on and off. Same goes for external DSP 
filters. 

Keep in mind that the version you are using is the freeware 
version. If you think you’ll like messing with this stuff, I highly 
recommend purchasing it. Why? The full blown registered ver-
sion gives you access to features not found on the freeware 
version. When you buy it, the author sends you a registration 
code to unlock the freeware version and turn it into a fully 
functional program.  

So, go ahead and play with it. Don’t worry about fear of 
transmitting; you won’t be if you set up the rig/computer as 
described earlier. Learn to identify the different modes, so you 
will recognize them when you hear them.  

This is just a very basic tutorial on this fine program. The best 
way to learn how to use it, is to use it the way we’ve just set it 
up. Click those buttons; learn what they do. I STILL don’t know 
what all the buttons do, so don’t feel bad or afraid if you don’t 
either.  

I HIGHLY recommend purchasing the ARRL’s book ‘HF Digital 
Handbook’, now in it’s fourth edition. It’s only 20 bucks and 
gives an easy to understand description of the digital modes.   

Some things I forgot to add:  

♦ Before you click on the red ‘TX’ button at the bottom of the 
screen, you may have to click your mouse in one of the two 
white boxes above the received text box. Once you see a 
flashing cursor, you should be OK to send characters. If not, 
try the other box. 

♦ Remember that purple line we saw set initially at 1000Hz? 
When you click that over to your received signal, that will 
also be the tone of your transmitted signal. Click that off to 
different frequencies, then transmit and you’ll see what I 
mean. 

♦ I recommend running the program maximized. I.E., taking 
up the whole screen. That way your waterfall will be 
spread out, allowing you to see a greater bandwidth of 
frequency. Also, you can increase the bandwidth of the 
waterfall yourself simply by clicking on one of the three 
options listed in the green ‘Band KHz’ box immediately to 
the right of the waterfall. 

♦ You can only decode signals of the mode you have se-
lected. In other words if you are set to receive RTTY, get 
bored and move down to CW, it won’t decode CW until 
you select the CW mode. Same with the other modes too. 

♦ When decoding CW, set your rig to the CW mode also. 

We’ll continue our dissertation on the digital modes in future 
issues. But for now, go ahead, have fun with the digital modes. 
It’s a fun way to add to your enjoyment of your radio hobby. 
And, it’s easier than you think to interface your computer to 
your rig when it comes time to transmit. What with all the dif-
ferent varieties of interfaces (such as the Tigertronics USB inter-
faces the club has in the HF Studio), you could be on the air in 
a matter of minutes. More on that in future installments.  

CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX (Feel free to E-Mail me with ques-
tions: KQ3DX@hotmail.com. I’ll be glad to help.) 

The ‘Beginner’s Help Desk’ is written to benefit the new mem-
bers and new ops in the club. If you have an article you think 
would be helpful to them, send it to me. I’m constantly on the 
lookout for material to make for interesting/
informative reading. 73 de KQ3DX 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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More Swap ‘n Shop Stuff 
For sale...CUSHCRAFT A3S beam antenna (20/15/10 meters) 
with a rotor and CDE control box as well as the assembly and 
installation instructions. The beam needs one small element re-
placed (easily available from Cushcraft on their website). The 
rotor and control seem in good shape. You pick up.                           
If you are a paid up member of SCARC there is a special dis-
count. Anyone else needs to make an offer.                                   
Contact Bill N3DXE at any club meeting or email at 
jwgardiner@comcast.net or if you can't wait...call  412-885-
2157         

Credits/Thanks 

I’d like to thank my contributors to this month’s newsletter. 
Your efforts are APPRECIATED! 

W3SVJ, KA3LNG, K3RYA, WA3FWA, WB3CRC, W3JQJ, 
KA3YNO, W3WTW, WA3TTS WB3AGB, WA3BKD, WASH 

and ARRL 

Thanks for helping to make our newsletter interesting,   
informative and fun to read.  

CU next month with more news/features/minutiae. 
73 de KQ3DX et al 

Late-Breaking News 
NEW SECTION MANAGER APPOINTED IN WESTERN PA. 

John Rodgers, N3MSE, of Butler, Pennsylvania, has been ap-
pointed Section Manager of the Western Pennsylvania Section, 
announced Dave Patton, NN1N, ARRL Membership and Volun-
teer Programs Manager, effective today (Oct 24, 2007). 

He will complete the term of office of Larry O'Toole, K3LBP, of 
Mount Pleasant, who stepped down due to health reasons.  He 
has served as Section Manager since April 2006. 

Rodgers is returning to the Section's top position where he 
served as Western Pennsylvania Section Manager from January 
2000 to September 2003. He also served as an Assistant Sec-
tion Manger starting in 1995. 

Rodgers' term of office continues through December 31, 2008. 

FCC’S RILEY HOLLINGSWORTH TO STAY PUT 

 Riley Hollingsworth, K4ZDH, Special Counsel for the FCC's En-
forcement Bureau, has decided not to retire.  He had announced 
last week that he would leave the FCC in January 2008. 

Riley states, "After spending the entire weekend thinking about 
the decision [to retire], it became more and more clear to me 
that it just isn't the right decision for me right now.  There are 
several issues on the table that I want to continue to work 
through with the amateur community." 

The Enforcement Bureau is the primary organizational unit within 
the Federal Communications Commission that is responsible for 
enforcement of provisions of the Communications Act, the Com-
mission's rules, Commission orders and terms and conditions of 
station authorizations, as well as enforcement of Amateur Radio 
rules (Part 97). 

Riley was the recipient of the Dayton Hamvention’s Special 
Achievement Award in 2006. For details on that, check this out:                                                                           
http://www.arrl.org/news/stories/2007/10/24/102/?nc=1 

(Information gleaned from the ARRL Bulletin, various issues) 
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Happy Birthday Hams!! 

Here’s the Birthday bunch for this month.                       
Happy Birthday, all! 

Bob, KB3NUQ, 11/3    JEFF, N3EVN, 11/6 

MARK, KB3LED, 11/11   BILL, K3RYA, 11/14 

VINCE, WB3LJQ, 11/16   JOE, WB3AGB, 11/24 

NATHAN, W3SVJ, 11/22   KARL, WA3VXJ, 11/28 

GLORIA, N3GHO, 11/28 

Many happy returns!!                                               
May the FCC never ‘pink slip’ any of you! 
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                             “DA  ROAD”  
  An open letter to N3UUZ 

W3SVJ’s Goodies 

Dear Chuck; 

Thank you for your most capable assistance on the Steel City Road project. “Assistance” is hardly an adequate word to describe 
your contributions to the project. 

From “day one” you put in almost as much time on site at the contractor!                                                  
They started before daylight and you were there to greet them. 

Your suggestions and advice, based on your experience, was most beneficial to this project and I’m glad that you were the advo-
cate for “our side.” Bouncing around the job with ruler in hand to “check the specs” was very comforting to observe and you kept 
us all “honest.” Small discrepancies were readily corrected and you should get the NOBEL prize for diplomacy! Helping to move 

concrete with rake or shovel went above and beyond your “inspector” job description. 

We poured approximately 85 yards of concrete and I’m quite confident that you personally “touched” every yard. 

Between the two of us and other club members, we have 100 photos of the project in our respective cameras as the work pro-
gressed. As the old saying goes, “One picture is worth a thousand words. I will let the photos do the talking. Your participation is 

greatly appreciated and I think the end result speaks well of it. 

We hope to have a CD full of ALL of the accumulated pictures from all sources of this effort as well as all the proposals, contracts, 
pre/post communications for the archives and general viewing for those that might be interested. 

Thank you N3UUZ 

73 de W3SVJ, self appointed (by default) project manager. Kudos to the participants, complaints to me, ONLY! 

Follows some representative photos of the project. 

In this case, the pictures do 
NOT represent just how                

difficult and in what poor  
condition our road was. 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

Barely visible is the five-foot grate that had been “buried” for more than ten years by road debris. Interestingly, the catch basin 
underneath the grate was NOT filled with dirt! Apparently the gravel etc had jammed into the grate and formed a “lid” over the 
pit. I had completely forgotten about it until Contractor John started poking around figuring how we were going to handle the 
drainage. It was a VERY good find! The catch basin at the bottom of the culvert, although in need of attention, still collected run 
off and piped it into the PENNDOT 18 inch pipe. About twenty feet south of our catch basin is a PENNDOT catch basin with a 
large discharge pipe under McMichael road to the run in back of the houses across McMichael. 

 

Off With The Old 

The fragmented asphalt was easily lifted by the front loader to be hauled away. The actual sub-surface was 
quite compacted after 65 years of “red-dog”, gravel, slag fill and pounding compression. 

It made little sense to destroy that base only to fill it back and compress it hoping to equal what we have. 

I tried breaking into that surface with a pick and 5 foot digging bar with little to no success. 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

And on with the new. 

The first pour on Tuesday morning. 

Although grading and forms were in place by noon of Monday the 8th, Contractor John suggested that the ambi-
ent temperature was a bit higher than he liked so he would make the first “pour” on Tuesday and so he did. 

The lower edge of the existing road shows a greater than five 
inch thickness. Other measurements showed the average thick-
ness to be more like four inches. Although considerably cracked 
and crazed that pathway is quite serviceable. That improvement 

will be the next generation’s responsibility! 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

The existing concrete was squared off with a diamond blade and the new concrete started there.                     
Three hundred feet from this point is Mc Michael Rd. 

Saw cuts, with the diamond blade, were made every 10 feet to establish “control” joints.                            
The concrete, usually a day old, was walkable. Although still very “green” it raised quite a cloud of dust 

when these inch deep kerfs were cut. 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

“Get outta the way kid, THIS is how you empty the chute.” 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

6x6 mesh being positioned 
in a keyway  

Walt (YNO) and Chuck (UUZ) calling for the concrete truck! 

 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

A steel plate covers one of the keyways to allow the concrete truck through to the “pour” above. The truck 
passed over this plate to start a pour and then backed over the plate on the way down. The plate was pulled 

and the keyway was poured as the truck continued back down the hill.  

OK, it's wide enough, 

it’s deep enough, 

POUR IT! 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

Pouring before sunrise 

The eight inch corrugated, galvanized pipe was used to get runoff water from the north side of the driveway 
across, under and into the culvert. Neighbor Rick furnished the 15 foot sections and will prepare sumps on his 

side of the road to catch the water and funnel it into the transfer pipes. 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

Waiting for the next truck load of cement. There is a considerable amount of concrete in this. It (all of them) 
exceeded what was called for in the specs, to our advantage.                                                

The form stopped the pour about midway across the key. 

 

The rebars shown mirror the rebars in the finished section above. On some occasions, we had two trucks 
on site. One just finishing a pour and backing out, as the newly loaded truck was about to turn up our 

drive and continue pouring.  

 

Note the daylight under the edge form. Those are 2x4s with the space allowing for the 8 inch slab as 
specified. There are MANY places where the slab is much thicker, and that’s a good thing. 

 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

 

            Stopped traffic on McMichael 
Contractor John and his crew usually were on the job before the sun was up and the concrete trucks were not far 

behind. The first pouring on each of the four days usually started prior to the eastern sky at the end of our road just 
showing daybreak. 

The guy directing traffic on one of those early morning pours? 

Chuck Davis, N3UUZ  

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

Break through continuation from the “rediscovered” catch basin to the add-on. 

At last, the bottom catch basins and grating forms have been placed and the last of the concrete has been poured. 
We are now in the “curing” mode. 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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W3SVJ’s Goodies (con’t) 

Ribbon cutting on Wednesday 
morning, 10/17/2007. 

We waited an extra day after    
Contractor John gave his 

“permission” to use the road for 
cars, SUV’s and light pickups. 

As far as we know, this is 
the first SCARC vehicle on 
the new road. I’m honored! 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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Do You Packet? 
Editor’s note: Thanks to Kurt, KA3LNG, for passing this on to me. It is a listing of all the local packet nodes and DX           

Clusters. Another note: The picture was sent with that bottom left station partially cut off. I believe it is Cross Creek with a 
freq. of 144.950MHz, Washington Co. If that’s incorrect, lemme know; I strive for accuracy. 73 de KQ3DX@hotmail.com 

Click on me to return to page 1 
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 CQ CQ CQ de NY3EC 

Click on me to return to page 1 

When Art WA3BKD says “wanna play radio on the submarine?” 
you say YES. After all, a chance to work the radio room on our 
Pittsburgh Submarine is one you just don’t pass up. The event Art 
was working on was another Crew Reunion for the USS REQUIN, 
SS481 at the Carnegie Science Center on the Ohio River down-
town. The previous reunion happened during Hurricane Ivan and 
on that Saturday morning, Art and I got a bunch of Sub Swabs 
together at KQV and rolled about 4 hours of tape as we be-
came bugs on the wall and listened to their stories of life on the 
REQUIN.  Much of this session is used in the kiosks now a part of 
the tour for interaction with the boat, it’s crew and how it 
worked. Unlike that Saturday, the 29th of September was a per-
fect morning, mild and sunny, a nice day to spend inside a boat 
with no windows. After carrying the required coffee and donuts 
aboard, we got settled in the Radio Shack located amidships, 
just aft of the periscope well. NY3EC was listed in QST to be 
active on 40 and 20 meters phone and CW. Well, 40 and 20 
where not in the best of shape to put it mildly and not many 
contacts where made during the scheduled 5 hours of operating 
listed. Not bad the first hour but then after a couple hours pretty 
bad. Around noon a gentleman arrived in the shack, and like 
many my age, I can’t recall his name but if I were to see a crew 
list for the day I would know it. Turned out this fellow was a for-
mer radioman on the boat and that’s when the on-air activity 
kind of nose dived. For the next few hours this veteran set the 
stage 40 years back when the REQUIN was part of the fleet 
and a player in the cold war. Stories, operating procedures, 
descriptions of sounds the boat would make on the surface and 
submerged and even a few, “what is that and what does it do” 
answers. Yes, the big brass thing is “main induction.”  As tour 
groups came through many would stop by and start to ask ques-
tions and had a crew member give the answer. If you think CW 
is dead, well, there are a few little future hams out there who 
think its “pretty neat!”  My veteran partner and I sure enjoyed 
sending names and whatever in CW with a straight key and 
Art’s left handed paddle.  Of course some wanted to try their 
hand or fist and we more than helped them along; the look on 
the face said it all, this could be a new op in the making. 

If you ever get the call from Art, take him up on it and spend 
some time on the REQUIN, event or not. The chance to work ra-
dio with that kind of public contact is really something. Promote 
Ham Radio from an historical exhibit of the U.S. Navy. The next 
reunion weekend, be there too. Join us and make some memo-
ries with history. 

This past weekend, October 26-28, AMSAT-NA held a very 
successful Space Symposium in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Rick Hambly, W2GPS, AMSAT President along with Bob 
McGwier, N4HY, AMSAT Vice-President of Engineering were 
able to make public the results of their recent work which will 
change the face of amateur radio going forward. 

AMSAT has been in consultation with Intelsat regarding an 
application of an Intelsat platform carrying our amateur radio 
satellites into geosynchronous orbit. Engineering studies, fund-
ing studies, among other negotiations are continuing at this 
point. However Bob, N4HY made the following observation of 
the project AMSAT has termed Phase IV Lite, "There is enough 
in place at this time that AMSAT needs to begin planning en-
gineering work and possible construction of a geosynchronous 
payload so we are ready if Intelsat says they have a ride for 
us." 

The Phase IV Lite Geosynchronous Payload is planned to con-
sist of similar transponders already under development for 
the Phase 3 satellites. Accelerated development on the digital 
Advanced Communication Package is anticipated. In addition 
to the communication payload flown to space, AMSAT plans to 
develop an earth station attainable by the average ham so 
that users can immediately take advantage of the audio, digi-
tal messaging, and video services. 

The Advanced Communication Package would be a self-
contained earth station which could be sent with Amateur Ra-
dio communication teams or delivered to disaster areas for 
24/7/365 emergency communications. These teams would be 
able to point a small dish at a predictable spot in the sky and 
immediately begin delivering disaster communication support 
without depending on HF propagation. 

A Phase IV payload could also be used to provide TDRSS-like 
relay of ARISS communications. The 10 minute school contact 
could now be expanded to hours-long contact with the Inter-
national Space Station. This opens possibilities for student in-
volvement with experiments aboard the space station. 

The Intelsat geosynchronous platform would be able to pro-
vide the AMSAT Phase IV Lite payload with approximately 
400 watts of DC power for 15 years. The primary payload 
would also perform the GTO boost phase as well as perform 
station keeping and antenna pointing once it has arrived on 
station. Bob, N4HY summarized, "The Intelsat team would be 
doing all the things nearly impossible for amateurs and that 
enables AMSAT to do what we do best ... build a communica-
tion system that changes Amateur Radio for the better!" 

More details will be published in upcoming editions of the 
AMSAT Journal. 

Rick, W2GPS and Bob, N4HY (Tnx, WASH) 

 

Art, WA3BKD 
and Joe,   
WB3AGB       

onboard the USS 
Requin 

  AMSAT Symposium Update 
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 Write Your Legislator About PRB-1  

Click on me to return to page 1 

(Editor’s note: It is still not too late to contact your State Legislator about Senate Bill 884, and House Bill 1777. These are bills 
pending in the State Legislature concerning antenna restrictions imposed on Amateur Radio operators in the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania. Take the time to write your legislator about these important bills. Check out the websites below for more 
info. CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX et al.) 

The following email is a copy of the one sent by EPA Section Manager Eric Olena. Please follow the suggestions and contact your 
senator and representative to support this proposal. 

73,John Rodgers N3MSE, W. Pa. Section Manager 

With the assistance from Lor Kutchins, W3QA, in Chester County what follows is a bit more detail to help you find the appropriate 
State Senator and State Representative and some additional assistance. 

Regarding Senate Bill SB 884, find the Committee on Local Government members to contact here: 

http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/home/member_information/senators_sc.cfm#25 

Regarding House Bill HB 1777, find the house Committee on Local Government members to contact here: 

http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/home/member_information/representatives_sc.cfm#30 

Please write two emails (or letters) of support, one to each list of committee members! Urge them to bring the appropriate bill to 
the floor for a vote before the session closes. 

Here is a very plain example of a proposed e-mail. 

I am an amateur radio operator who volunteers in ???????????  County. 

To successfully serve the County population as well as the Commonwealth in general, I have an interest in the passage of [SB 884] 
[HB 1777]. 

Please work to bring this bill to the floor for a vote before the session ends, and please support it with your personal, positive vote. 

Amateur radio is a formidable and almost free resource in emergencies and disasters but it is compromised by local legislation in 
many places. 

Please support and act on (choose between Senate Bill or House Bill for the appropriate legislator [SB 884] [HB 1777]. 

Signature, call sign 

Address 

Hopefully you will compose a strong, effective letter that                                                                                                                 
expresses your individuality. 

The example was minimal. Please embellish! 

73 de ARRL Western Pennsylvania Section 

Section Manager: John V. Rodgers, N3MSE 
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Nominations For Club Officers For 2008 

Click on me to return to page 1 

Art, WA3BKD, is heading up a committee for election of Officers of the Steel City Amateur Radio Club for the year 
2008. Listed below are those interested in running. If you or someone you know is interested in running for one of 
these positions, let Art know.    

We will have the election at the November meeting. Nominations will be open at that meeting for anyone else 
who might want to run.  

These are the nominations for the positions available: 

President: Michael Sapp, WA3TTS 

Vice-President: Madison McKee, W3MAC 

Treasurer: Walt Adkins, KA3YNO 

Recording Secretary: Joe Mielnicki, WA3FWA 

Corresponding Secretary: Susan Rakiecz, KA3JKS 

If interested in running, contact Art at: 724-356-7381 

CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX 

WANTED: Pictures of SCARC/W3KWH for operating certificates 
From Nate, W3SVJ comes the following: 

Hiya gang.  

I'm working up the certificate for our up coming Special Event operation, "50 Years In Our New Clubhouse." 

I would like to include some photos of the original "glass block" structure that housed the club from 1941 to 1957. 

The print of that building with the old cars around is out there somewhere and that could be electronically copied . .  if I can 
find the print. 

Can a "clean" copy be extracted from the screen saver that shows up on the PCs at the club? Does anybody have a clean 
copy such as that or other photos, of that building specifically, stashed in their PCs or on some portable memory media? 

Are there any old guys out there that had the famous ARGUS C-3 (?) and took photos during construction. The few of us that 
are still left didn't seem to be worried about photos for posterity! Too bad! 

Whatever material shows up, either hardcopy or electronic will be entered into a PC for editing etc. 

Any help would be greatly appreciated. 

73, de ‘SVJ 
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This Is The “I Need To Fill An Empty Page” Section 

Click on me to return to page 1 

Did you ever try to synchronize your Windows clock to an Internet server? Its possible, but difficult. Every time I 
tried to, I would get a message, “Windows encountered an error while attempting to synchronize to the time 
server.” Well, I got a little tired of this, so I did a search for “Internet Time Synchronization”, and came up with 
this little gem of a program.  

It’s called Symmtime, and it is a FREE downloadable program that you can run minimized in your system icon 
tray on your taskbar or as a clock on your desktop. The neat thing about this program is that you can display as 
many different time zones as you want on your desktop. You can also specify the Internet time server you want 
to receive updates from. Not only that, but you can select the update interval you wish, anywhere from one min-
ute all the way to 1440 minutes. Also, it is possible to select many different clock ‘faces’ to suit your needs/taste. 
Check out the pictures below. 

I think that you satellite chasers out there will find this program of particular usefulness, as you need the most   
accurate time available for proper tracking of satellites with your tracking programs (Nova for Windows, 
SatScape, LogSat, etc.)  

On the website, it says that it will work with Windows XP, NT4, 2000 and 2003, but I’ve had good success with it 
on Windows 98 and Windows Vista. So, it is now possible to have the most accurate time available on your    
machine, FREE!! 

To download this freebie, follow the link below: 

http://www.ntp-systems.com/symmtime.asp?c1=ppc&source=google&kw=symmtime&engine=adwords!
3230&keyword=%28Symmtime%29&match_type= 

I use it on all my machines and it is a trouble-free program. Just set it up once; it only takes a few minutes and 
you’re good to go! 

Hope you find it useful. CUL, thanks/73 de KQ3DX 

Symmtime: A Neat Little Internet Time                   
Synchronization Utility 

Just a few of the different styles of 
Symmtime clocks you can display on 

your desktop. Many more are available. 

Ye olde editor’s disclaimer: I have no interest, either 
pecuniary or monetary in this website. I’m just trying 
to fill up empty space and add some ‘zip ‘n pip’ to the 

newsletter. 73 de KQ3DX 

http://www.ntp-systems.com/symmtime.asp?c1=ppc&source=google&kw=symmtime&engine=adwords!3230&keyword=%28Symmtime%29&match_type=
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SCARC Calendar Planner
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

SkyView 2M Net
WACOM Meeting

Ukrainian DX 
Contest

ARRL CW 
Sweepstakes

EASTERN 
DAYLITE TIME 

ENDS @2:00AM. 
'FALL BACK' 1 HR

WASH Sun. Eve Net
Ukrainian DX 

Contest
ARRL CW 

Sweepstakes
WACOM Hamfest

Breezeshooters Net Election Day
WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net

SkyView Business 
Meeting

SCARC Social Nite
WACOM YL Net

Alleg Co. ARES Net

SkyView 2M Net WAE DX RTTY 
Contest

Kentucky QSO 
Party

OK/OM DX CW 
Contest

Veterans Day
WASH Sun. Eve Net

WAE DX RTTY 
Contest

Kentucky QSO 
Party

OK/OM DX CW 
Contest

Breezeshooters Net WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net

SCARC Social Nite
WACOM YL Net

Alleg Co. ARES Net
NHARC Business 

Meeting

SkyView 2M Net ARRL SSB 
Sweepstakes

LZ DX Contest

WASH Sun. Eve Net
ARRL SSB 

Sweepstakes
EU PSK63 QSO 

Party
LZ DX Contest

Breezeshooters Net SCARC Business 
Meeting

WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net
2 Rivers ARC 

Business Meeting
SkyView Social Nite

WACOM YL Net
Alleg Co. ARES Net

Thanksgiving Day
SkyView 2M Net

W3KWH Special 
Event Station

CQWW CW Contest
WASH Club 

Breakfast
ARRL EME Contest

W3KWH Special 
Event Station

WASH Sun. Eve Net
CQWW CW Contest
ARRL EME Contest

Breezeshooters Net WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net

SCARC Social Nite
WACOM YL Net

Alleg Co. ARES Net

SkyView 2M Net ARRL 160M 
Contest (to 12/2/07)



November 2007
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January 2008
S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31

December 2007

SCARC Calendar Planner
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

ARRL 160M Contest

WASH Sun. Eve Net
ARRL 160M Contest

Breezeshooters Net WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net

SCARC Social Nite SkyView 2M Net ARRL 10M Contest

WASH Sun. Eve Net
ARRL 10M Contest

Breezeshooters Net WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net

SCARC Social Nite
North Hills ARC 

Holiday Party

SkyView 2M Net OK DX RTTY 
Contest

WASH Sun. Eve Net Breezeshooters Net SCARC Business 
Meeting

WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net

SkyView 2M Net Winter Begins

WASH Sun. Eve Net Christmas Eve
Breezeshooters Net

Christmas Day
WACOM 10M Net
WACOM 2M Net

SCARC Social Nite SkyView 2M Net Stu Perry TopBand 
Challenge

WASH Club 
Breakfast

WASH Sun. Eve Net
Stu Perry TopBand 

Challenge

New Year's Eve



Our new roadway is finished and ready for 
use! Check it out inside this issue of 

‘KiloWatt Harmonics’! 

The Steel City Amateur Radio Club 
(412) 787-0777 

2M Repeater:                       
147.030/147.630MHz (PL 123.0) 

70cm Repeater:                
444.450/449.450MHz (PL 103.5) 

WA3TTS Beacon: 144.300MHz 
(CW) 

ATV Repeater: 426.250MHz 
(Currently off-line. Contact AA3EE 

for more info.) 

1296MHZ Beacon: 1296.269MHz 
(CW) 1W 

The Steel City Amateur Radio 
Club is an ARRL-Affiliated   

organization 

We’re on the web! 
www.w3kwh.com 

 Phone 412-787-0777                           
Editor: Greg Babin, KQ3DX 

KQ3DX@hotmail.com  
www.w3kwh.com 

 
  
 
  

A before-and-after shot of our new road, aka 
‘Firestone Blvd’. Ain’t that a sight for sore eyes?? 
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